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ABSTRACT
In order to enhance the role pljing ability of the

participants in a simulation game on collective bargaining and to
-cultivate a sense o. "vested interest" in the gaiels outcome, the
students first prepared positions supporting theiunion or the
management position in a hypothetical case. They ,were required to
defend their position orally. The class was also required to present
a joint solution to a case study, to improve their teamwork skill.
The framework of the actual game conisted of introducing the factor
of "vested interest" by relating grade assignments to goal
achievement in the game and by the use of various handouts containing
historical background material and mock contracts, balance sheets,
and income statements. The role of the instructor in the game
consisted of three functions: control, judicial, and approval. A
debreifing session held after the games permitted the negotiating
teams to exchange presubmitted objectives and to discuss the
strategies and tactics they employed in the course of the
negotiation. (Author/J/)
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EXPERIENTIAL OPTIMIZATION
IN A GAME SIMULATION,

Richard 0. Blalack
Northern Illinois University

and
Herbert J.
Comtaiiiealth University

The use of role-playing and simulation games are not P-af--

titularly new phenomena in the educational scene (4,5). The

Utilization of these techniques is predicated upon .their ability

to not only impart knowledge of the complexities in the actual--
situation to which the simulation is directed, but-a4-so-thhance

_ _ -
the perceptions-of -tlf-students regarding the roles of the par-

ticipants in the actual environment. The experiential quality of

role-playing, moreover, makes these techniques particularly ap-

propriate. The utility of these techniques, however, tends to be

somewhat hindered by inherent weaknesses in their implementation (2).

Sumulation games may be generally and typiCally classified as

being of either short duration or of long duration (5,13,11).

Short duration games are considered as those involving one to_sx-
,

hoilfs-o f-e-l-as-s- time of roterfiVolvement is normally

quite low during these games, with the emphasis being placed on

procedures and issues. The low level of emotional committment tends

to relegate-the student/participants to the level of observers

rather than of active participants. In fact, scripts are often ,

utilized to ensure role stabilization and coverage of major issues

(6,11).
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Long duration gimes are much les.s frequently implemented

than those of short duration. This isdargely due to the fact

that the content-of many courses is such that the exigencies of

material coverage often precludes the expenditure of much more than

a few class hours on the gaming process. Long duration, games

usually involve the use of at least half of the total available

class time for the purpose of gaming (3,6). Th6se games afford

considerably more emotional involvement- in the role-playing con-

struct and, therefore, provide an increased depth in awareness and

understanding of the game-simulated environment. In this regard,

long duration games can be said to al4empt to add the dimension of

"realism" to the game construct. The success of such an attempt,

however, is ultimately dependent upon the creation of a sense of

"vested interest" on the part of the role-players,in the qualita-

tively successful achievement of game-directed goals.

The addition of the element of "vested interest" permits the

game to closely approximate the emotional climate of the actual .

situational environment to which the game is directed`.' Additionally,

the institution of "vested interest" serves to intensify and

strengthen the role-comMittment of the players (9,10). The con-

sequent enhancement of the sense of "realism" in the game construct,

therefore, provides for an increase in the depth of exposure of the

students to the simulated process (2).

During the past six years, the first author has utilized the

game technique as the primary pedagogy for both graduate and under--

graduate courses in collective bargaining (3). In order to achieve

maximum utility from the game, emphasis' is placed on ."realism" with



the concept of "vested interest" being cultivated and stressed.

The resultant game closely simulates the psychological environment

of labor-management negotiations and, consequently, significantly-

increases the value of the game as a teaching technique

PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION

In order to enhance the role-playing ability of the student/

participants and to cultivate a sense of "vested interest" in the

qualitative outcome of the bargaining game, a period of psychological

conditioning and preparation precedes the game. Since collective

bargaining is a conflict resolutioh process, participants in the
1

bargaining game need to be mentally conditioned to recognize issues

in conflict and to effectively work within the antagonistic environ-

ment. Two techniques are employed to satisfy the need for such

conditioning.

The first technique involves the use of text materials sup-

plemented by lecture and discussion. This technique is used to

familiarize the student /participants, with the nature and purpose

of collective bargaining, as well as the various strategies and

tactics utilized in the achievement of bargaining objectives.

The second technique utilized during the preparation phase

of the gate is case.presentation. Whereas the first technique is

exclusively used during the first three to five hours of class time,

case presentations are employed concurrently and supplementally

with lecture and discussion for the-period thereafter.

Two, methodologies are employed in the case presentations.

'In the first method, the student/participants are assigned cases
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to be presented'orally. The same cases are simultarieously assigned

to all students. In addition, the stildekts are instructed to derive

two opposings.conclusions for each case. That is, each student is

required to develop a management-favOiling and a union-favoring

solution to each case. For the purpose of oral presentation of the,

cases, one student is chosen for the management-favoring position

and one for the union-favoring position. Selection of students for

the oral presentations is done immediately prior to the presentations

and selection is on a relatively random basis. This is done in

order to ensure student preparation and somewhat equal treatment

of both positions in the cases. The oral presentations are followed

by open discussion from the other students of the relative merits

of each position presented. Finally, a score is talil.ied for each

of the two positions.

The institution of a forced-conflict environment in the

case presentations is undertaken in order to conditiOn the student/

participants to the conflict environment of the game)by:

1) creating an awareness and appreciation of the
potential poitions and arguments ofthe opposition;

2) developing a sense of anticipation off the potential I

and actual strongpoints of the. positions and arguments
of the opposition;

3). heightening the awareness of the student's own
positional strongpoints relative to those of the
opposition;

providing insight into the student's own behavioral
patterns and their relative effectiveness in a con-
flict situation.

The second method of case presentation utilizes the approach

of-team'problem-solving. In this method, a single case is assigned



to the class as a whole or to a group within the class. The group

-is- then required to present a joint solution to the case problem.

A score is not tallied after the presentation of the case and,

thereby, conflict is minimized. Furthermore, since the case solution

is the result of a joint problem-solving effort with individual

input not recognized in the group conclusion, intra-group conflict

is also minimized.

The latter method of case presentation is felt to be of value

in reducing any latent dysfunctional attitudinal structuring which

may have been created by the induced conflict of the first technique.

In addition, the student/participants receive experience in working

within a team framework for problem-solving while obtaining additional

insight into their own behavioral patterns and those of the other

student/participants.

In terms of psychological preparation for the bargaining game,

therefore, the use of the first technique of text, lecture, and

discussion can be said to provide a philosophical and conceptual

framework for the collective bargaining process. Both of the case

presentation methodologies, however, provide experiential condition-

ing for conflict resolution.

NEGOTIATING TEAMS

Followink the conclusion of the psychological preparation, the

negotiating teams are chosen for the game simulation. Each side

in the game is composed of two or three members. The selection of

the teams typically takes place after nine to twelve' hours of class

time has been devoted to the preparation phase.' It is felt that
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earlier team selection would tend to somewhat negate the_conditiontrig

influences of the, case presentations by prematurely rigidifying and

biasing the interactional responses to individual presentations and

,heightening intra-group conflict in the joint presentations.

The possibility of these negative aspects is particularly

pertinent since the composition of the teams remains unchanged -----

throughout the duration of the game. This is done in an effort to

maintain continuity in the bargaining construct. Such continuity

derives its importance from its prerequisite status with respect to

the implementation of viable strategies and tactics relativ,e to the

gaming-process.

The lititation as to team size serves to maximize student

participation and inolvement in the game without creating an

over-b-urdening workload in the data collecticin proceSs preceeding

actual bargaining. In addition, the. relatively small size of the

bargaining teams permits rapid decision-making during the -critical

_final negotiation sessions.

ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Concurrent with the selection of negotiatilg, teams is the

provision for 'the establishment of the environmental framework

within which the bargaining game is'set. In this regard, two

interrelated environmental configurations are stipulated.

The first configuration can be termed the_eadan2L11 environ-

ment. This environment consists of haopd-outs containing the his-

torical background of the company and-union to be represented in the,

simulation and includes a consolidated balance sheet and income

8
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tatement of the company. In addition, a labor contract between

the company and the union, from which a new contract is to be evol-

I

The mock contract provided to th game partIcipanti is

specifically constructed to be consistent with and reflect the

simultaneously provided background material. In addition, the
1

construction of the mock contract is such as to milke it a sub-

ved, is also presented.

stantially viable and complete counterfeit of an actual labor

agreement. However, the construction of the contlict is such as

to give a slight management-favoring bias. This bias has been

i

implanted in order to increase the possible scope the game by

\

widening the areas of conflict and, thereby, broade the experiential

learing universe of the student/participants

The exogenous environment forms the other environmental -

configuration of the bargaining framework. The factprs which are
i

k . associated with this configuration are thbse which f4rmthe "vested

interest" concept cf the game and provide for the tinning and duration

I 1 .:

\
of the game. In this regard, included also within this environ-

i

I
mental classification is the provision for the grading of team

performb,nce in the game. \
.

\
In order to closely simulate true labor-management bargaining,

I

li

a strike deadline is artificially imposed as the last d y of the

1
\ semester (1). The date of contract expiration is seta the last

I. ..6).

\ scheduled day of clais. By providing such a differential, it is
I

\possible to permit a strike-nd strike decision and to permit a

,short -term contract extension period for the purpose of settlement

f relatively minor issues. If no new contract is obtained by the

9
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last day of the semester, a strike situation is held to exist and

the participihts receive a grade of "Incomplete" for the course.

As the duration of the strike increases, that is, as the duration

of the "Incomplete" extends, grade assignments as a function of

goal achievements become more closely dependent, upon actual achieve -.

meat of the pre-stated goals. Therefore, the value received from

the contract settlement must'ju,$.tiiy the strike costs 'incurred

and associated with the effort' to achieve the settlement. (7).

BARGAINING OBJECTIVES

As has been stated, grade assignments are primarily deter-

mined by relative achievetent of predesignated bargaining objectives.

The methodology employed for the determination of these objectives

utilizes the concepts of "target ",, "will- accept ", and "resistance"

points (10). Each negotiating team is,required to submit, inde-

pendently, its objectives within six class hours after being pre-

sented with the game materlals. The submission is final and the

points may not be changed during the course of the negotiations. The

immutability of-team objectives serves the purpose of somewhat

rigidifying individual and team committments to the game and permits

continuity in strategic and tactical considerations.

Once these objectives have been submitted, negotiations may

begin at the discretion of the bargaining teams. the conduct of the

negotiations are somewhat unstructured and the student/participants .

are able to make their own decisions relative to the timing and

duration of the negotiating sessions. In this manner, these two

elements become bargainable in themselveli, and the dimension of

"realism" is yet further enhanced.

10
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.ti The target points-.specified in the team objectives represent
5

theultimate achievable goal -with respect to either a specific issue

or to a total contract package.. Resittance points, on the other

hand,' represent the minimum acceptA'oepoint of the targeted ob-
0

. jectives or of the total package'o Settlement-which would be below
. .

. , , ayesistanceqpoint-is seriously detrimental to the team grade.

Generally-,.negotiatineteams would be willing to sustain a strike

4'

to prevent settlements where one or more issues would be resolved

below the resistance point leYel. The will-accept points represent

.

those poihts above which the teams would consider the settlement

to be relatively successful.

Strategically, therefore, the negotiating teams would strive

for settlements falling within the range between the will ;accept

and target points and seek to avoid settlements'falling within the

range of the will-accept and resistance points. Team grade.assign-

ments, therefore, are a reflection.of successful implementation of

the strategies, with the greatest success and, consequently, the

highest grade,- being associated with the attainment of the specffied_

target points. By directly relating individual student grades to

tea* goal achievement, the itudefitVparticipants are provided with-
.

a sense of "vested interest" note only in the absolute resolution

of the conflict in the form -of a new contract settlement, but also

in. the quality ,of the settlement with regard to-- specific issues or
1

to a specific, package settlement.

.0

ROLE OF THE INSTRUCTOR,

The role of the instructor in the collective bargailling

gamer consists,of three functional elements: These elements can

am.
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be termed as the control function; the judiCiAl function, ands the

approval function.

The purpose of the control funAion is to maintain a high level

of qualitative sophistication in the negotiation process and to

attempt to maintain relative positional equality between the two

teamssengaged.in negotiations. This purpose is largely accomplished

through the use of post- session critiques. These critiques are

performed immediately following a negotiation session and are par-

ticularly valuable during the early stages of the negotiation process.

The critiques largely consist of evaluation of technique and tactic,

effectiveness.' However, strategy revelations, as perceived by the

instructor, and advisory comments may also be made during this

period.

The value of the instructor's observations in the first

two instances is largely ,attributable to thehigh degree of objectiv-

ity which is obtainable. .The objectivity results from the lack of

emotional involvement in the negotiations on the part of the in-

structor and on the lack .of a "vested; interest" in the contract
.

y ^y 0.

settlement. Furthermore, intrinsic bias with respect to strategy

revelation is largely reduced-by the instructor by not referring

to the submitted team objectives until after a contract settlement

iS'reached by,the negotiating teams,

The-judicial function of the instructor is'primarily Con--

cerned with matters of contract interpretation and wording and

with clarificatibn of the background Material when required.

However, severl"dther duties ,fall, within the scope of this function.

These other duties include the requirement that the instructor

12



serve in'A mediation or arbitration capacity if required in the

instance of an impasse in the negotiations, or if requested by

both negotiating teams. Performance of the instructor it either

capacity results in a lowering of the grade assignments for both

of the negotiating 'teams.

Another irregular duty to be performed by the instructor is

s'ervice as a counterfeit National Labor Relations Board representa-

tive and trial examiner. Service in this capacity is the direct

result of either team formFlly charging the other with an unfair

labor practice. Team grade assignments are generally unaffected

by the performance of the instructor in this capacity. However,

that option is available to enforce compliance with the rulings.

Typically, lead times are of sufficient length such that the con-

tract is settled and, subsequently, the charges are dropped before

performance in the role of trial examiner:is necessitated.

The approval function of the instructor is directly related

to the submission of team objectives. In the performancz of this

function, the instructor serves as both the union membership and

the manageMent executive committee-, or, equivalently, the company

board of directors.; This function is carried out aftr the negoti-

ting teams have achieved settlement on a new contract. The in-

structor then acts within the' capacities of this function and the

respective union and management negotiating teams then seek to justify

the new contract settlement.

The functioning of the approval process is explained to the

student/participantS pritir to the submission of team objectives.

Since contract settlement is not finalized <until approval is

.13
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granted to both teams, this function'of the instructor serves as

a check on the_setting of unrealistically low objectives. In
-r.---

addition, the student/participants are provided a degree of ex-

periential insight into the politics of intra-organizational

bargaining (10).

DEBRIEFING

After final approval of the new contract settlement is

obtained, a final meeting of the negotiation teams is held.

During this meeting, a final critique is made of. the'overall nego-

tiation process and open discussion is held on the strategies and

tactics implemented by the negotiating teams and on their effective-

ness in achieving objectives. Additionally, at this meeting,

both teams exchange the objectives which had been submitted prior

to the negotiations.

This exchange, together with the ensuing discussion with

respect to their underlying rationale -and significance, provides

the student/participants with substantially enhanced insights

It

into the perceptions and ultimate objectives of the opposing team

members. These increased perspectives of the student/participants

significantly increase the value received from the bargaining game

and, together with the experiential value received from game, sub

stantially contribute to the maximization of the utility of the

game simulation as a pedagogical technique.

Support for this conclusion has been provided by both formal

and informal course evaluations by students who have participated

in the game. The significance of the evaluations,, moreover, is

1.4



enhanced by the fact that a number of the participants have been

either former Personnel or Industrial Relations managers, or were

currently employed in such a capacity at the time of the game and

had possessed previous negotiation experience.

SUMMARY

Although the use of mock collective bardaining games is not

a particularly new pedagogical technique, the utility of the tech-

nique had been severely restricted by the failure to significantly

provide for the dimension of "realism" in the environmental frame -

work -of the games. The authors have demonstrated how the intro-

duction of the concept of "vested interest" can be incorporated into

the bargaining game construct and, thereby, closely simulate the

psychological environment of actual negotiations.

The utilizationf the concept of "vested interest" enhances

perceived conflict and-i-t-is rU-fh--tesolution of the conflict that

the bargaining game is directed. In order to maximize the value

received from the conflict resolution process, students participating

in the game must be psychologically prepared to meaningfully engage

in the conflict. The preparation is largely achieved through the

utilization of case presentations.

After the student/participants have been substantially

psychologically prepared, they are presented with the environmental

framework for the bargaining game. The framework consists of the

exogenous and endogenous environments. The exogenous environment

provides the basis for the introduction of "vested interest" into

the bargaining game, largely by relating grade assignments to goal

15



achievement. The endogenous environment largely consists of the

contextual framework within which the game is played.

The role of the instructor consists of three functions:

control, judicial, and approval. In the capacities associated

with these functions, the instructor exercises control over the

qualitative performance of the student/participants in the bar-
k

gaining game and maintains continuity of negotiations if they fail

to proceed satisfactorily on their own.

A debriefing session is held after the new contract has

reveived final approval. At this session., negotiating teams ex-

change pie-submitted objectives and discuss the strategies 'and

tactics employed in the course of the negotiation-s., in addition

to the underlying rationale of their implementation. This debriefing,

together with the enhanced experiential value of'the negotiating

process created by the introduction of the "vested interest" concept, :

significantly contributes to the maximization of the utility of the

game simulation as a pedagogical technique..
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